Engineering lipase A from mesophilic Bacillus subtilis for activity at low temperatures.
Loops or unordered regions of a protein are structurally dynamic and are strongly implicated in activity, stability and proteolytic susceptibility of proteins. Diminished activity of proteins at lower temperatures is considered to be due to compromised dynamics of the protein at lower temperatures. To evolve an active mesophilic lipase (Bacillus subtilis) at low temperatures, we subjected all the loop residues (n = 88) to site saturation mutagenesis (SSM). Based on a three-level screening protocol, we identified 14 substitutions, among 16,000 mutant population, which contributed to a substantial increase in activity at 5 °C. Based on the preliminary activity of recombinants at several temperatures, 5 substitutions among the 14 were found to be beneficial. A recombinant of these five mutations, named as 5CR, exhibited 7-fold higher catalytic efficiency than wild-type (WT) lipase at 10 °C. All the mutants, individually and in a recombinant (5CR), were characterized by substrate-binding parameters, melting temperatures and secondary structure. 5CR was similar to WT in substrate preferences and showed a significant improvement in activity at both lower and higher temperatures compared with the WT. To establish the contribution of mutations on the dynamics of the protein, we performed 100-ns molecular dynamics (MD) simulations on the WT and mutant lipase at 10 and 37 °C. The root mean square fluctuations (RMSFs) indeed showed that the mutations enhance the protein dynamics locally in the loop region having a catalytic residue, which may help in improved activities at lower temperatures.